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USING GLOBAL POLICY
The global conferences of the 1990s convened by the
United Nations to address issues of paramount
importance for the 21st century-environment, human
rights , poverty, population , women , and human
settlements-have been significant launching points for
policies and processes that are giving shape to a new
world order.
The convening of two world conferences side by side,
one for the governments of the world and one for the
world 's people , has created a unique space for the
formulating of strategies , development of
organizations , and opportunities for interactive and
creative d ialogues between official and nongovernmental parts of society.

"What we have put in motion
In addition , the four World Conferences on Women and
their accompanying NGO Forums saw the
development of a political dynamic that reached new
heights in Beijing . Caucuses , coalitions , position
papers , and skilled and strategic lobbying were key
ingredients in fostering highly productive exchanges
between government and non-governmental groups
throughout the preparatory process and during the
conferences themselves. This new process of policymaking established precedents and broke traditions ,
and may well change the way in wh ich policies are
formulated in the future and how, for, and by whom
these policies will be implemented.

Is a revolution from which
there is no turning back. If we
succeed, all humanity has
a chance."
Annie Jiagge
Former Chief Justice, Supreme Court of
Ghana at lntemational Women's Year
World Conference, Mexico City, 1995

The following three pages offer snapshots of women 's
activities around the world .

TO MAKE ANEW REALITY
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LOOK AT US MOVE
We are Women ...
... presenting our own
perspectives on
national development
and judicial reform

Thai women NGOs have formed a "Women and the Constitution" network to
ensure that women's rights are guaranteed in the new Thai constitution to be
drafted by the 99 members of the Constitution Drafting Assembly elected
nationwide. The network has launched a campaign that includes publicity in
the media, organizing public forums and informing eligible women why and
how they should apply for candidacy. In the first round of the election , women
topped the list in many provinces, including Bangkok. (1 )*
In March 1997, the month of International Women's Day, the women of India
gave the government a unique gift - a Sub-Plan on Women to go along with
the Ninth Five-Year Plan . The Sub-Plan reflects the changed perception of
women's role in the economy. (2)
The constitution in Kenya, its theory, function and contents, was the topic of a
workshop held in September 1996 in Nakuru. It brought together women
participants from all walks of life and from all the provinces of the country.
Specific defects in the current constitution and other statutes that
discriminate against women were examined and the incorporation of
international conventions into Kenya's municipal law was discussed . (3)
A proposal to establish a permanent 'Court of Women' to serve as a regional
mechanism for Arab women who have been victims of different forms of
crimes and violence was the agreement reached by women's organizations
and human rights groups from several Arab countries attending a meeting in
Morocco in December, 1996. The aim is to give women a space to speak and
be listened to, as well as to bring the real issue of violence and crimes
committed against women to public attention . Variations on this initiative exist
in other regions: in Asia, it is the 'Council of Wise Women' ; and , in Africa, it
is the 'Commission against Violence". All share the objective of establishing
a new kind of justice seen through the eyes of women . (4)

roleo!

The African Women 's Economic Policy Network (AWEPON) works to
increase women's understanding of the content and impact of economic
policy while promoting the participation of grassroots women in economic
decision-making. AWEPON members and international partners are working
to halt structural adjustment programmes in Africa and develop alternative
economic policies that reflect women 's needs and priorities. (5)

... organizing to demand
changes in the
political processes
that exclude us

Lobbying for approval of a bill that will reserve 1/3 of the seats for women in
the Lok Sabha (House of the People) and the Rajya Sabha is a major
initiative agreed upon by the National Alliance of Women (NAWO) , the postBeijing NGO coordinating group in India, at a national meeting in New Delhi,
17-19 February, 1997. The current reservation of 1/ 3 of the seats in
Panchayats and Municipalities for women (73rd and 74th amendments to the
Constitution) has brought hundreds of women into the political process at the
local level. (6)
A dema~d- for a quota system was among the 9 resolutions passed by the
400 partIcIpants attending the Second East Asia Women's Forum : "For the
equal p!rt!cipati_on of w?r:rien in politics, we demand a quota system of at
least 30 1/o In vanous dec1s1on-making positions." (7)
• See page 6 for sources
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STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE
We are Women ...
A 16-point Declaration was issued by the 800 delegates from all over Nepal
attending a "Mini Beijing Conference" in Lalitpur in February, 1997. They took
as their slogan 'Equality Begins at Home', and first among the issues
addressed by the Declaration was the role of women in politics and decisionmaking. The Declaration noted that "women's equal participation in politics is
the foundation of civil society " and called for the means to be found to
guarantee women's active participation in politics from the local government
to the parliamentary level. (8)
The Organization of Women Parliamentarians from Muslim Countries
(OWPMC) , with a permanent Secretariat in Islamabad, was formed in 1995
in response to the need to challenge the obstacles preventing women from
holding political posts in their respective countries. OWPMC has identified as
its primary tasks the promotion of the importance of women parliamentarians
in the Muslim world , and the empowerment of women in public office as well
as of women in general. (9)
More than 100 African women ministers and parliamentarians attended a
four-day meeting in Dar es Salaam in October 1996 to discuss ways and
means to raise capacities of the women policy makers and strengthen unity
among Afr ican women leaders . Conference discussions focussed on
promoting solidarity through proposed regional or national networks and
ways to promote resources mobilization by training African women policy
makers. (10)
The role of literature in creating a new political consciousness was explored
at a recent conference convened by the Sisterhood is Global Institute ..
Radwa Ashour, in her paper 'Creativity and Liberation : The Case of Arab
Women Writers', explores women's critical consciousness of patriarchal
constraints; their oppositional stance to political pressures, and their efforts to
"create meaning and shape alternative forms of consciousness to challenge
the dominant discourse and open new horizons of expectation ." In 'Narrative
as a Tool for Civic Awareness and Pol itical Expression ', by Azar Nafisis,
writing and the use of imagination was emphasized as a means of creating
private spaces within which a woman can develop and/or redefine her sense
of self. (11)

... exploring alternative
approaches to creating
a new political
consciousness

The Fund for Women's Leadership and Representation (FWLR) was initiated
by the Women and Development Unit of the Inter-American Development
Bank to increase women's access to leadership positions in public and civic
life and to foster women's representation in Latin America and the
Caribbean . Leadership skills training , training for young women, research ,
advocacy and advisory services, coalition-building , fundraising , information
strategies and public opinion dynamics are among the main areas to be
considered for funding by the Program . Facil itating links among women
involved at all levels of public life, fostering effective regional networks, and
enhancing the institutional capabil ity of selected organizations that work to
promote women 's leadership in the region are also part of the Fund's
mandate. (12)

... creating new
mechanisms to support
our leadership

5
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STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE
We are Women ...
... being recognized for
our leadership

... using international
conventions to
leverage change

A collective of 32 women's groups in Rwanda was the winner of the first
UNESCO-Madanjeet Singh Prize for the Promotion of Tolerance and NonViolence. The association of women 's groups, Pro-femmes Twese
Hamwe, came together shortly after the April 1994 massacres in Rwanda
that devastated the country's economy and infrastructure . The award
recognizes Pro-femmes for "their outstanding contributions in rehabilitating
families and communities devastated by mass violence through their
activities fostering a climate of peace based on tolerance and non violence ... ." (13)
A manual is soon to be released that will show instances of how the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW) has been used through the courts and/or legislation in
the Asia and Pacific region . It will also draw on the extra-judicial
possibilities of CEDAW for training and education . This new manual is
being developed by the Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law and
Development (APWLD) and SAKSHI, a New Delhi-based organization.
(14)

... insisting on the Belgrade feminists issued a declaration entitled 'Feminists on the Street'
connections between on International Human Rights Day and as their contribution to 16 Days of
the personal Activism Against Violence Against Women. It reads in part: "We are
and the political destroying the walls of intimacy behind which men are allowed to do
anything they like. We are destroying the walls of this state behind which
one man is allowed to do anything he likes. Feminists go out on the
street." (15)
"Vote to reclaim democracy in the country and in the home" ("Reclama con
tu voto democracia en el pafs y en la casa ") is the slogan on a poster
produced by CIPAF, a women's group, and the Grupo de Acci6n por la
Democracia in the Dominican Republic. (16)
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WOMEN
USING GLOBAL POLICY
For women , the four global women 's conferences
convened by the UN in 1975 , 1980, 1985 and 1995
served as crucial gathering and defining points for the
strengthening and restructuring of the international
women 's movement. In addition , the five global issue
conferences of the 1990s accelerated the expansion of
the movement and provided clear-cut opportunities for
collective action. The growing strength and political
savvy which the international women's movement
demonstrated in these international fora served as a
role model for other groups involved in collective action
at national and provincial or state level.

"'·e !: :

Without the global conferences to serve as a concrete
rallying point and meeting ground , how do we sustain
the momentum? What are the spaces we need to build
collective strategies to monitor and implement the
Beijing Platform for Action? The legacy of Beijing is not
in the policy itself , but in the new roles and
responsibilities women are shaping for themselves and
for society at large as we work with the Platform for
Action in the public arena.

y~

"The democracies of the.• w.oi-lp
have an outstanding debtWitA
the world's womef,;:. a,;,dwe
demand that this debt be.paid.
The women ... of the world
deserve policies and
commitments

that match

our contributions. No more
and no less.,,
Virginia Vargas
Coordinator, Latin
American and
::
Caribbean NGO Forum

The following pages show how we are taking on the
economy, launching global campaigns , demanding
accountability, using new information technologies, and
developing a new understanding of power.

TO MOVE INTO PUBLIC SPACES
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MO VI N G I NT O P U B L I C S PAC ES:
"Facilitate more open and transparent
budget processes. "

ltA~
•"Rev~W
jnsli!
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Beijing Platform for Action, Para. 165

The Women's Budget in South Africa

iwocr~~

The Women 's Budget Initiative in South Africa,
launched in March 1996 , is not a separate
budget for women but one proposing that
programmes of all departments at all levels be
examined for their impact on women .
A country ' s budget is the most important
economic policy instrument of government ,
because it reflects who and whose work is
valued , who is rewarded and who isn 't. It can
therefore be an important tool in the struggle for
recognition of women 's contribution to society, in
particular the economy.
The Women ' s Budget has received an
enthusiastic response from women at all levels of
civil society across South Africa. Structures now
set up include the Commission on Gender
Equality, the Office on the Status of Women , gender desks , and a very effective Women 's
Parliamentary Caucus. Women activists in South Africa have also used the Women 's Budget to
initiate a campaign to increase the economic literacy of women , particularly working class and poor
women . Already some results are evident, particularly a commitment by the Finance Minister to the
development of a statistical database that will show how expenditures impact on women and men.
Adapted from an article by Pregs Govender in 'Trialogu e', Vol. 2 No. 2, Spri ng 1997

Using Economic Literacy to Understand a Federal Budget

In a similar vein , the on-going Women's Budget project in the USA is based on the premise that a
budget must be centred around the economic well-being of women and children. In this way, it will
not only do something to help stop the further impoverishment of women , but will ultimately result in
a society that provides economic justice for all. The Women 's Budget project uses economic
literacy as a tool to help women understand how the federal budget works and looks at the values
expressed in the budget from a feminist perspective. This partnership project involves a group of
more than 20 women's and economic justice organizations. The end product will be a budget that is
the result of a process of grassroots research and policy development. There are plans to link up
with women 's budget projects in other parts of the world .
Contact: WILPF, 121 3 Race Street, Phil adelphia, PA 19107-1691 , USA.
Tel: (1-215) 563-7110. Fax: (1-215) 563-5527. E-mail: <Wilpfnatl@ igc. apc.org>
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LEARNING AS WE GO
"Review the rules and procedures of formal national and international financial
institutions that obstruct replication of the Grameen Bank prototype, which
provides credit facilities to rural women."
Beijing Platform for Action. Para. 171

Microcredit Summit Convened by NGOs
A world summit that would bring the importance of microcredit to the attention of major world
institutions and banks was the idea behind the February 1997 Microcredit Summit held in Washington,
DC. The meeting was the brainchild of a coalition of NGOs in which both Women's World Banking and
the International Coalition of Women and Credit took a leading role. Because extending credit to
people too poor to borrow from traditional banks can be a powerful tool for ending poverty, and
because women comprise the majority of the world's poor, the establishment of services and facilities
to make more microcredit available is high on women's agendas.
The Microcredit Summit proved to be a highly successful event, bringing together some 2,500 people
from all over the world as well as representatives from the World Bank, the regional banks, bi-lateral
donor agencies and other major financial institutions. Since economic summits have generally been
convened by governments, the convening of the summit by NGOs reflected a shift in roles and served,
according to one participant, as "convincing testimony to the new-found power of civil society."
Conveners of the Summit used it as an occasion to kick off a global campaign to bring credit - and
other financial and business services - to 100 million of the world's poorest people, especially women,
by the year 2005. The RESULTS Educational Fund is serving as the Summit Secretariat, tracking the
campaign's progress and convening a follow-up Summit in 2000.
Contact: RESULTS , 236 Massachusetts Ave. NE, Suite 300, Washington, DC 20002, USA.Tel: (1-202) 546-1900
E-mail : <microcredit @igc.apc.org> Web site <http://www.igc.apc/results/about/html>
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MicroCredit as a Topic for Literacy Classes

rn

In Nepal, rural women are not eligible for loans from banks because they cannot read and write and do
not have traditionally accepted forms of collateral. In an attempt to address these needs, local NGOs
are focusing their training activities on understanding savings and credit concepts, institution building,
and the importance of encouraging strong, independent women's groups.

rn

NGOs already deliver 60% of the adult literacy services in Nepal, building them around topics relevant
to the lives of rural villagers, such as agriculture,
health, and reforestation. This supplementary
programme consists of 40 classes with
about 1200 women, and more than 150
groups have formed . These groups not
only help provide women with better
access to borrowing and mechanisms
for saving , but also teach them
participatory decision-making skills.
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Contact: World Education
44 Farnsworth Street
Boston , MA 02110-1211, USA.
Tel: (1-617) 482-9485
Fax: (1-617) 482-0617
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MO V I N G I N TO P U B L I C S PAC ES:

,AC

"Ensure that national policies related to international and regional trade
agreements do not have an adverse impact on women's new and traditional
economic activities."
Beijing Platform for Action. Para. 165
Global Women's Movement Confronts Global Economy
Stimulated by exchanges that took place at the 95 Beijing world conferences, a growing number of women's
organizations and networks see trade as an arena for coordinated action both in terms of North-South
lobbying, as well as the need to put forward alternative economic development paradigms that are more
beneficial to women in the South.
Among various initiatives now underway, WIDE , the Network for Women in Development Europe, used their
1996 annual conference as an opportunity to focus attention on trade in an effort to make the issue of trade
more concrete and transparent, to dissect myths about women and trade and to elaborate a new agenda on
trade from a gender perspective. Discussions highlighted the importance of trade to national development
and growth, but noted that rather than gaining from the so-called "free market" , many productive sectors,
countries and even regions are losing out. In addition , trade policies rarely reference gender or social issues
nor consider women's contribution to both domestic and foreign trade.
Issues raised at the WIDE conference underscored the need for continued dialogue on the new international
trade order from a gender perspective. As follow-up to the meeting, a WIDE Work Group on Economics and
Trade is working on a book on alternative economics to stimulate thinking and research , and to link micro
and macro level economics. Also planned are economic literacy primers on trade , production , work , capital
and household, and position papers that will serve to influence ongoing processes on the European and
international level.
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Campaign Demands Action by World Trade Organization
The World Trade Organization (WTO) , established in 1995, has extensive powers and leverage to reduce
tariffs and to standardize rules. WTO also enforces the patenting and ownership by transnational
corporations of plants and seeds that have been maintained for centuries by local communities. However,
the size and apparent impersonality of such organizations as the WTO and of transnational corporations,
makes it hard for non-experts to see how international trade works, to
identify who is responsible and who is accountable in trade processes
and systems.
The Women's Environment and Development
Organization (WEDO) has launched a "Women Take on
the World Trade Organization (WTO2) Campaign", that
demands:
•
transparency and NGO participation in WTO
• rules to protect national labour and
environmental laws
• regulation o f the international drug and
commercial sex trades ; and
• countries' rights to ban patents on life forms.
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Contact: WEDO, 355 Lexington Avenue
New Yo rk, NY 10017-6603, USA
Tel: (1-21 2) 973-0325 Fax: (1-212) 973-0335
E-mail: <wedo @igc.apc.org>
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TACKLING WORLD BODIES
"Multilateral institutions, such as the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund, need to mobilize new financial resources, target women
living in poverty, more systematically integrate gender perspectives into the
design and implementation of lending programmes, and review the impact of
structural adjustment, ensuring that women do not bear a disproportionate
burden of transition costs. "
Beijing Platform for Action. Para. 59

Women Establish Linkages with World Bank

The devastating impact of World Bank macroeconomic policies and programmes on
women 's lives featured prominently on the agenda throughout the Beijing process. Not only
were women an active lobbying force in shaping how economic issues were presented
within the Platform for Action , but their advocacy efforts triggered other economics-oriented
initiatives. New networks have been created such as the African Women's Economic Policy
Network (AWEPON) which works to increase women's understanding of the content and
impact of economic policy while promoting the participation of grassroots women in
economic decision-making .
New campaigns have also been launched, such as the Women's Eyes on the World Bank
campaign (see next page). And finally, the issues of economic justice, economic reform,
Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) , and national budgets have begun to appear for
the first time on the agenda of hundreds of organizations in which women are active.
A striking feature of the post-Beijing approach to the issue of macroeconomics, is women's
interest in closing the gap between "macro and micro" and the distance between the World
Bank and the everyday reality of women 's lives. This new "hands-on" approach to the Bank
involves becoming more knowledgeable about how the Bank operates in one's own country,
engaging Bank officials in dialogue (and knowing who they are); and becoming aware of
pending Bank decisions and the implications of these decisions for women .

oOll \I_'..
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Indicative of this heightened interest is a September 1996 consultation in Kenya between
representatives of the Council of Economic Empowerment of Women in Africa (CEEWA)
and Network of Women in Development Europe (WIDE). At that meeting, CEEWA members
presented country-level reports which offered a gender analysis and review of the impact of
World Bank poverty reduction strategies in their individual countries with particular
reference to the Bank's Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) papers which were key
documents for a Bank meeting in late 1996. An ongoing sharing of information is one of the
outcomes of this consultation as well as possible collaboration on assessing alternative
economic models.
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MOVING INTO PUBLIC SPACES:
Women's Eyes on the World Bank Campaign Provides
Framework for Action

Four Areas of
Change Proposed
The Women's Eyes
campaign targets four
concrete areas of change
within the Bank.

V Increased participation
of grassroots women in
the Bank economic
policy-making

V Institutionalized
gender-perspective in
Bank policies and
programmes

V Increased Bank
investments for women

V

Increased number and
racial diversity of
women in senior
management within the
Bank

The Tribune #56, April 1997

The Women 's Eyes campaign , launched by the NGO Economic
Caucus during the 1995 Beijing world conferences on women, is
an effort to make the World Bank's policies and projects more
responsive to women , to hold the Bank accountable to the
Platform for Action, and to build a global women 's constituency for
Bank reform . Working with national and regional focal points, the
campaign provides an important framework for action.
Using the Campaign to Hold the Bank Accountable

The Women's Eyes campaign activities vary by country and by
region. For example , in Latin America the focus is on building
interest and support among women 's groups. Mobilizing groups to
join letter-writing campaigns has been successful in highlighting
country-specific abuses such as the Bank's failure to address
gender inequity in the Mexican Country Assistance Strategy, and
institutional abuses, such as failure to support a Latin American
Gender Unit.
In another initiative , tracking of the Bank-funded Structural
Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) by Women 's Eyes campaigners
has resulted in governments and the Bank , together with civil
society organizations in 10 countries, meeting jointly to assess the
impact of the SAPs from a grassroots perspective. The 10
countries are Bangladesh , Cambodia , Ecuador, El Salvador,
Ghana, Hungary, Mali, Philippines, Uganda and Zimbabwe.
Women 's Eyes campaigners note other signs of Bank response to
the campaign as being institutional support to gender action plans,
gender consultative groups, and the integration of gender into the
development of SAPs.
Nevertheless, in April, 1996, several members of the Women 's
Eyes_ campaign met with World Bank officials to express their
on~omg concerns which included the negative impact of structural
adjustment programmes (SAPs); the absence of incentives and
~dequate fund ing within the Bank for full integration of gender
issues; a_nd the low level of participation of women ' s groups in
Bank projects and policy-making.
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P UTT I N G O N TH E P R ES S U R E
Getting into the Act: Steps for Action at the Local Level
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The success of the Women's Eyes campaign depends on the participation and leadership
of individuals and organizations where the World Bank carries out its policies and
programmes.
Suggested next steps for action are:
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Contact Bank Information Center for a copy of Citizen's Guide to World
Bank Information Policy and to get contact information for Bank officials and
other NGOs working in your country on Bank issues.
Gather information about relevant Bank projects and policies that you
believe are negatively affecting women and monitor their impact on women.
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3.

4.

5.

Call a meeting to bring women's organizations and their allies together to
identify needs and discuss interest in participating in the campaign.

C\

Organize, or identify an organization(s) within your country, to take
responsibility for bringing women 's groups (and other NGOs) together to
share information_, plan strategies, and provide a central communication
point on the campaign.
Begin an
economic
literacy
campaign
in your
country.
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Contact:
World Bank Information
Center
Washington DC, USA.
Tel: (1-202) 466-8191
Fax: (1-202) 466-8191
E-mail: bicus @igc.apc. org
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MO VI N G I NT O P U B L I C S PAC E S:

~tM

Monitoring the Beijing Platform for Action

One of the strongest convictions shared by women who have been part of the Beijing process is
that the Platform for Action (PFA) should not be allowed to gather dust in government offices. This
determination to hold governments accountable has triggered a wide and varied response. It has
also led to a new and renewed level of advocacy and activism by women, particularly those working
within NGOs.
Within the UN system , the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) is responsible for
monitoring government actions on the PFA Comprised of representatives from 45 governments,
the CSW meets in New York in March every year for a two week session to discuss specific themes
from the Platform. A five-year, in-depth review is scheduled to take place in the year 2000.
At the 42nd session of the CSW (CSW 42) in March 1988, the following PFA themes will be
discussed : human rights, violence against women , the girl-child, and conflict-resolution .
Increasingly, there are more openings for NGO participation in the CSW and planning is already
underway by human rights NGOs on making NGO participation in CSW42 more effective. Planning
is also focussed on using this session as part of the global campaign for women 's human rights,
since 1988 also marks the 50th anniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights.
While the UN has yet to clarify how progress on the PFA is to be measured in the year 2000,
NGOs in every region are discussing indicators, developing mechanisms and exchanging strategies
on how to monitor and hold governments accountable. For example :
At the International Level ... A Workshop to Exchange Strategies

At a workshop on "Holding Governments and International Agencies Accountable to Their
Promises: Monitoring and Advocacy Strategies for Advancing Women's Agendas" in September
1996, 40 participants from 28 countries shared approaches on how to monitor agreements on the
Beijing Platform for Action and other global policy documents.
Monitoring needs identified included;
• creating an international monitoring network
• devising reliable indicators to measure change
• setting up country-specific mechanisms for documentation and dissemination
• fostering economic literacy to protect the basics of life
• sharing regional monitoring experiences on how NGOs can hold themselves accountable
before they hold governments accountable
• formulating strategies for the media
• improving fund-raising strategies
• learning innovative ways to work with bureaucracies

The Tribune #56,April 1997
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DEMAN DING ACCOUNTABILITY
At the Regional Level ... A Meeting to Determine Priorities
A Pacific Women's NGO Plan of Action was developed at a February 1997 regional meeting
in Fiji. It contained a monitoring mechanism for a three to five year programme of assistance
and services to strengthen national women NGO focal points in the implementation of the
commitments made in Beijing. Prioritized issues of concern for Pacific women include:
Gender Awareness Training, Management/Leadership and Conflict Resolution Training,
Political Awareness Training , Legal Literacy Training, and Economic Empowerment
Fundraising Skills.

At the National Level ... A Structure to Disseminate Information and Monitor
Government Action
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The Philippine NGO Beijing Score Board (PBSB) is the national preparatory body that
coordinated NGO participation in the lead up to the Fourth World Conference on Women in
Beijing. Its primary tasks are disseminating information on developments and events after
the Beijing conferences, and monitoring the implementation of the Platform for Action .
Working in close collaboration with the major women's NGOs and networks throughout the
country, its recent activities include the nationwide dissemination of posters on the
implementation of the Platform .
The PBSB is also actively engaged in networking and consultation with the government in
both the Executive and Legislative branches on the implementation of the Platform. Among
the various government initiatives reported on is the Philippine Perspective Plan for GenderResponsive Development 1995-2025, a Women's Budget Statement as part of the national
budget, and the Philippine Human Rights Plan which was prepared in cooperation with the
National Commission on the Role
of Filipino Women.
rTi

At the Issue Level ...
An Implementation Booklet

(\

Disabled Peoples' International
(DPI) is collecting information on
what governments around the
world are doing with respect to
commitments made in Beijing on
the issues of disabled women and
girls. DPI will then develop a
booklet to be distributed as a tool
for action by governments, NGOs,
and other organizations.
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Contact: DP\ , 101-7 Evergreen , Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada, R3L 2T3.
Fax: 204-453-1367; e-mail: dpi @dpi.org
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MOVING INTO PUBLIC SPACES
Using New Information Technologies for Advocacy
An indicator of the growing strength of the global women 's
movement, is its ability to mobilize support for issues at the local,
national and international level. A key ingredient in making this
mobilization possible is a multi-organizational and multi-media
communication infrastructure that links together individuals and
organizations worldwide.
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A Fax Broadcast
A fax broadcast is an
efficient and cost-effective
method of sending out a
fax with the same message
to a large number of
people. It is useful when
you have a need to send a
lot of people information on
a regular basis.
Instead of standing at a fax
machine and sending faxes
to 50, 100 or 500 people,
you just send one fax to a
fax broadcast service. The
service carries out the
actual dissemination and
maintains the list of
individuals and organizations to whom information
is regularly sent.

Events during !.~ ~{f9~s_ e~b:?LJqJ~Jy.,,/~ vo~a-~?orl~tation of this
global communication infrastructur;e. Tne increased, access by
women wo.rj~~it!e ~o.,the new inforrnati6-r.' technologies, op~ortunities
to use t~,(~_
$_!~~:r~_s .-f~ . m,obrlization-.a_rd~nd specific issues\ and an
understan'dI09
.tp<;1t the_
·.global c~nf~r~nces
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UN
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IWTC\firs:~f tised a fax broadcast lh•Jy1arch .199.5 w~en the Qhina
Orgari(~irg\ Committee (COC) int Bejjing .informed_ttje'}_NGO fjorum
Office iqNpw York that the Worke'[~ :Stadium_"C;on-1ple~-)f Beijiy{g was
no longe(e.vailable
for the NGO Forum
on
.Wor.rren.
The For.um was
'-.,, •<~:' , ,
.
,
•
being mov&.p to Huairou , a townshtp.40 miles_away tfom,:fhe centre
of Beijing and--!he Fourth World Conference on Womtn:?/
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IWT~ sent out a one-.page'~~ction Al~rt" .t() the 28 women's regional
media networks that are p'art-of \i;/OMENET, a worldwide fax network
that has ' operated since 1991 .,,Each.
media rfetwork
then faxed the
"¾' ,.,
{
1
Alert to its own network, and 1Nitriln days womeh everywhere had
1
begun to mobilize in an effort tolersuade the
not to move the
Forum out of Beijing. Article-s :~pout the propo§ed move began
appearing in newspapers and mag~~jg~s in ev~ry region, and within
a month thousands of petitions and 'fetlers frbrn women were faxed
to the UN Secretary General and the COC in Beijing.

coc

In the end , the worldwide effort to stop the move was not successful.
But this campaign demonstrated the potential of technology for
mobilizing women worldwide .
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USING COMMUNICATIONS
Joining Global Faxnet or GlobalNet
Global Faxnet is a bi-weekly one-page bulletin containing information on follow-up activities to
the Beijing conference that is faxed by IWTC to 500 "fax-multiplier'' groups. GlobalNet is an
electronic mailing list, and consists of around 500 e-mail addresses of "multiplier'' groups and
individuals who send the one-page bulletin from their computer screens on to their various
networks and bulletin boards.
If you are a "multiplier'' group , i.e., a group that has a fax or e-mail network, and would be
interested in receiving this bulletin regularly and sending it on to your network(s), send your
fax/e-mail address to IWTC (address on page 2) .

Z

Using the Internet for Solidarity
In addition to advocacy campaigns, women are also using the new information technologies
to demonstrate their solidarity with women on issues of common concern. An example of this
is the Candlelight Vigil Across the Internet.
On December 6th , 1989, 14 female engineering students at the Ecole Polytechnique in
Montreal were killed by a lone gunman for being "feminists". This tragedy has not been
forgotten. As a memorial to these women , and to raise awareness about violence against
women in general , the Canadian Women ' s Internet
Association (CWIA) began a Candlelight Vigil Across the
Internet from Nov. 27 to Dec . 6, 1996.
Each year at this time , you can place a candle image on
your own Web page , and link it back to the CWIA home
page . Although these are the principle days of the Vigil , you
can visit the site anytime to express your support and
register your candle .
1. First type in the home page of
<http://www.women .ca/www.women .ca/>

CWIA :
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2. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click on
"A Candlelight Vigil Across the Internet."

-I

3. Now you ' re on the Violence Against Women page ,
featuring the Vigil. There are instructions on the page on
how to put a candle on your home page. If you don 't
have a home page , you can still view the Vigil by clicking
on the sites that have been linked back to CWIA.
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MOVING INTO PUBLIC SPACES:
Exploring What Power Means
As women move into public spaces and have access to power, we face the question of whether we will use it
differently from men . Many women are beginning to look at the issues of power and power relations . With
this in mind, we have excerpted the following training activity, "Power Relations" , from Gender Relations
Analysis: A Guide for Trainers by A. Rani Parker, ltziar Lorenzo and Lyn A. Messner (see page 36 for the
complete citation). Power relations have to do with the capacity of individuals and groups to initiate action
and determine outcomes which change existing social, political and economic systems and norms in order to
equalize gender relations .

'Power Relations' Training Activity
helps women to:
• Identify different sources of power
and how we use them
• Reflect on personal experience with
power
• Introduce a classification of different
types of power
• Assess uses of different sources of

Method:
Small group discussions that reflect on times when
we felt powerful or powerless
Materials:
Newsprint 1: Definition of Power
Newsprint 2: Power Continuum
Handout 1: Sources of Power
Handout 2: Classification of Power

Time:
One hour

Steps:

1. Introduce the session by asking each individual to
reflect on a time when s/he felt powerful. (2 mins)

power

2. Form groups of 3 and discuss , "What were the
sources of power that you used?"
3. Develop list of sources of power with the group .
Identify other sources of power. (Handout 1)
4. Using the list developed by the group, look at the
definition of power provided (Newsprint 1). Add
to with ideas from the group.

t-.c;w j,wre...

5. Note the different types of power in Handout 2:
Power over, power to , power with and power
within. Discuss with the group.

6. Return to the list of sources of power (Handout 1) and ask the groups to take 1o minutes to identify
which type of power is being used. Which other type of power may be used by that source?
7. Present a continuum of power by drawing a horizontal line (Newsprint 2) . Note that "power'' refers to the
ability to go beyond access to services as beneficiaries (somewhere on the left end of the horizontal
line), to taking part in decision-making through access (somewhere in the middle) , to creating decisionmaking processes that influence existing social , political , and economic systems and norms (on the far
right).

8. Close with note that if we are to achieve the power that is needed to create decision-making processes
for ourselves or the people we work with, we need to concentrate on supporting them in developing
some of these sources of power. Through this training , we are developing analytic skills, listening skills,
interpersonal persuasiveness and responsiveness to others .

The Tribune #56, April 1997
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UNDERSTANDING POWER
Materials used in "Power Relations" Training Activities
NEWSPRINT 1
Definition of Power
Power is the ability to articulate personal goals and influence others to achieve those
goals. It is the ability to get what we want; to hold on to what we get; and to shape events
the way we want to shape them.
At the collective level, power is the ability to combine different sources of individual power
to bring about desired changes that benefit groups rather than individuals.
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NEWSPRINT 2
Power Continuum
LOW POWER

MEDIUM POWER

HIGH POWER

wer

ng ea~·:
felt w. :·

Individual access to
decision-making
processes that were
designed by others

Access to
services:
benefit
directly

Ability to initiate action and to
create decision-making
processes that influence social,
economic and political systems

cuss ~•,' ,,·
wer ~ "": .
er.(Handoo1 '

Handout2
Classification of Power

Handout 1
Source of Power

e(I?'
Instructions:

Indicate the degree to which you rely on each source
in order to influence others and get what you want.
Place the appropriate number in the space to the
right of each item.
Use
moderately

Use very
little
2

3

Use to a
great degree

4

5

Rate the following sources of power using the above
scale. Add other sources that you use to the bottom
of the list.
•Knowledge
•Physical Appearance
•Rank & Title
•Work Experience
•Responsiveness to Others
•Assign/Control Resources
•Social Skill & Tact
•Idealism

•Analytical Skill
•Status and Wealth
•Problem-Solving Abi lity
•Listening Skills
•Humour
•Position in Hierarchy
•Enthus1asm/Animat1on
•Interpersonal Skills

Here is a classification of power that is helpful in thinking about
domination from a gender perspective. The four categories of
power are power over, power to, power with and power within.
Power over

Most attempts to increase women 's power
assume that power is a limited quantity. Thus
when one individual or group gets more, then
the others get less. Power over is perceived in
terms of simple duality.
Power to
This type of power refers to the individual aspect
of empowerment. It enables the individual to
control or manage a situation to her/his benefit.
Power with
Collective power is represented in "power with"
and is experienced when a group tackles
problems together and creates energy that is
greater than the sum of its parts.
Power within This type of power resides within the individual
and represents internal strength.It is based on
self-acceptance and self-respect, which in turn
extends to respect for others and acceptance of
others as equals.
As the predominant view of power is "power over" it is essential
that we transform our understanding of power and expand the
use of "power to," "power with" and "power within. "
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MOVING INTO PUBLIC SPACES:
WHY CAMPAIGN?
• To Change .. .
public attitudes
government legislation
the world into a better place
WHAT DO CAMPAIGNS DO?
•Educate . ..
the public
government or policy makers
abusers
abused
• Build a Sense of Solidarity
among Women
• Change Public Policy
HOW DO YOU CAMPAIGN?
• Hold a Public Activity
demonstration
vigil
rally/march
theatre
exhibition
• Start an Urgent Response
Crusade
letters
airmail
fax
internet
• Develop Networks
within your country
nationally
regionally
internationally
through

women's conferences
electronic conferences
email
faxnet
meetings
• Lobby Governments and
Policy Makers
• prepare an argument which
supports your opinion
• prepare actions to
implement your opinion
• present action/info to policy
makers
• mobilize others to do the
same with a petition
The Tribune #56, April 1997

Campaigns are increasingly being used by the global women 's movement
to take global issues and make them real at the local level , and
conversely, to take local issues and give them visibility internationally.
Whatever the issue , and whether campaigns are used to advocate,
educate or motivate , to proclaim or reclaim our rights , campaigns have
become a power tool of the global women 's movement.

Campaigns can ...
... Make the Local Global
Women Living Under Muslim Laws is an international solidarity network,
with members in Islamic countries , and supporters around the world ,
which uses International Action Alerts to produce an immediate response
for womeri facing human right abuses in Islamic countries. (1 )*
... Make the Global Local
Violence against women was put oh the global agenda by campaigns
leading up to the UN Conferences on Human Rights and Women. At
BeijingJ activists presented over 1,000;000,000 signatures for women's
human rights to the Secretary-General of)he UN . In Ghana, women took
the petition to the market places. As women signed, they talked about
strategies to end violence in their own homes.
... Educate the Public
The Women and AIDS Support Network in Zimbabwe campaigned to
educate the public and policy makers about the female condom , and
petitioned the government for its successful registration . (2)
... Demonstrate Collective Power and Strength
The Women of the World Peace Petition to Governments of the World,
protesting war and poverty, was initially co-sponsored by the CCIA-Worlq
Council of Churches and the International Peace Bureau . It was sent
worldwide by IWTC , and now has more than 60 organizational co~
sponsors representing every world region . Signatures will be collected
until August 30, 1997. (3)'
... Educate Ourselves
Recognizing the importance of participating skillfully in political and legal
structures, women in Morocco, Asia, Africa have used 'Women's Courts'
to develop women's understanding of legal structures. El Taller, an NGO
based in Tunis, is currently preparing a Mediterranean Women's Court. A
similar concept is behind the 'Palestinian Mock Parliament for Women' . (5)
... Focus Public Attention on Invisible Issues and/or Injustices
Catholics for a Free Choice is coordinating a global petition campaign to
urge the UN to revoke the status of the Roman Catholic Church as a NonMember State Permanent Observer. The Church has unprecedented
privileges which undermine the UN's neutrality towards religion . (6)
We are all bound together one to another
We can break the walls of isolation that surround us
We can make a difference
' see page 24 for contact addresses
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The International Women's Tribune Centre (IWTC), an international, non-governmental organization, supports
the initiatives of women in the Global South who are working to promote the more equitable and active
participation of women in the development plans and policies of their countries. IWTC is an information
clearinghouse, innovator in communication strategies, a training and capacity-building organization and a
catalyst for the creation of new networks and coalitions . Underlying IWTC's work is the belief that access to
relevant and usable information is essential to participatory and sustainable development and is at the heart of
the growing global women's movement.
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POSTAGE AND HANDLING:
USA AND CANADA• For orders under $25.00, add 20% for postage and handling. For orders of $25.00 and over, add 15%. Please inquire about
special postage rates for bulk orders.
ALL OTHER DEVELOPED COUNTRIES (Including EUROPE, JAPAN, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND)· Add 25% of sale for surface mail or 50%
of sale for airmail printed matter.

YOUR NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
STATE : _ _ __ _ _ _ZIP CODE _ _ _ _ _ COUNTRY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID IN US$. PLEASE MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO:
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S TRIBUNE CENTRE.

Fold this form as shown on reverse, fasten with tape or staple, and mail to IWTC.
If enclosing a cheque or money order, please use an envelope.
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CAMPAIGNS MAKE THE GLOBAL LOCAL
Women in Black Campaign
Women in Black is an idea for locally-based campaigns where the silent protest
of women dressed in black is symbolic of a global campaign in opposition to
violence against women . Women in Black develop a sense of solidarity as they
stand together in silence and support each other when passers-by make derisive
comments . The idea is low-cost, adaptable, empowering , and has the ability to
unite a diversity of issues and women . Furtherm ore , it is an attractive image of
women 's strength to present to the med ia. The movement has no central
coordinating point; rather it is owned collectively by any woman or group of
women who sees a Women in Black vigil and recognizes the potential to use the
idea to protest violence against women in their own community.
Nine Women Wear Black - the Start of a Movement
In 1988, nine Israeli women stood in silence, dressed in black and holding
candles , as an expression of solidarity with the Palestinian people and against
the violence being brought upon them . Looking back on their vigils, one of the
women said: "We dressed in black and stood in silence to protest the
Occupation. Very soon we were joined by other women throughout Israel , and in
the US, Italy, the Netherlands, Australia, Germany and the UK."
Touched by an Idea - a Movement Grows
As women travelled to meetings and conferences, particularly in the lead-up to
Beijing, they saw how powerful silent vigils of women in black were . The global
movement grew as women returned home and used the idea to protest local
instances of violence against women:

Women In
Black stand
in silent vigil
to protest
war, rape as
a tool of war,
ethnic
cleansing,
and human
rights abuses
all over the
world.

• European women held vigils in silent protest against the Persian Gulf War
• Indian women protested violence against women by religious extremists
• Italian women held vigils in public
places to protest against the Mafia
Beyond proving itself adaptable to a
variety of countries and contexts , the
women who wore black were also able
to feel a sense of solidarity with
women all over the world who shared
their concern at the violence society
allows against women.

M,w/ 1wTc
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A Global Overview of How Local Women Wear Black
In the Villages of Papua New Guinea ...
A woman from Papua New Guinea was participating in a Pacific subregional meeting in preparation for the Beijing meetings that would
take place the next year. Here are Sarah's words as she relates what
happened:
"I noticed several women wearing black. I asked them why they were
all dressed that way. They told me it was Thursday and they always
wore black on Thursdays to protest violence against women. I was
really interested , and thought it was a great idea . In Papua New
Guinea, we have a very big problem with violence against women ,
especially in the home . So when I got back to my home in the
highlands, I too started wearing black on Thursday. In my community,
the Women 's Resource Centre runs a restaurant which acts as a
central meeting point for people in my town . The staff asked me why I
wore black, and when I told them , they joined me. Customers at the
restaurant, women and men , asked us about it, and we talked about
violence against women in our community. "
Sarah could see how powerful the idea was and looked for other avenues to spread the protest.
She began to meet with women who travelled from village to village as literacy teachers. Hearing
how effective the staff at the restaurant had been , the literacy teachers agreed to wear black on
Thursdays, and also to promote discussion on violence against women in the communities in which
they worked .

On the Streets of Belgrade ...
A woman from Belgrade , Serbia , speaks of the Women in Black who stand in the streets of
Belgrade each Wednesday. "We have worn black and stood in silent protest every Wednesday
since October 9 , 1993. We go out on the
streets , and place our bodies in a public
space to say no to killing and violence in this
war, in every war, and in everyday life. Our
silence is an invitation to women to reflect on
the violence done against women. "
Her eyes light up when she learns that three
Women in Black stand at the Un ited Nations
every week to express sol idarity.

"I will go home and tell them ," she said ,
"that others are listening."
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CAMPAIGNS MAKE THE GLOBAL LOCAL
At the World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna, June 1993...
Following a three -yea r campaign that involved Violations Against Women 's Human Rights
Hearings in every world region , and a petition that garnered 500,000 signatures (one million by
the time we reached Beijing in 1995), women were finally successful in putting violations of
women 's human rights on the United Nations agenda . Women in Black stood in silence outside
the World Conference each day as a visible and moving symbol of protest against gender
violence, and many women became involved and took the protest home with them.
On US College Campuses .. .
"I saw a presentation of the Women in Black movement at my college. It inspired me to print
black T-shirts with white letters highlighting issues of violence against women, and now both
women and men are wearing them all over campus . It has brought the issue of violence very
much into the public arena amongst students."
At the NGO Forum on Women in Huairou, Beijing, September 1995...
"We gathered in Beijing on the main road of the NGO Forum site, in silence and wearing black.
We wore pictures of women who had been killed or to rtured. We carried banners which
condemned the violence against women . But most of all we remembered all the women who
would have been with us , if violence against women was not such a deadly and debilitating
reality for so many women ."

read !he o:,r
chers. ear1;

All over the world , women have worn black, and continue to wear black, to protest violence
against women and violations of women 's human rights . By making our opposition visible in
our own communities, we have not only brought the issue to public attention , but we have also
felt the strength of women 's solidarity: we are not alone in our opposition to violence against
women , other women in black in communities of many nations support us.
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Collectively we have moved our protest into policy, first at Vienna, then at Cairo, and then at
Beijing:
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"Prevent and eliminate all forms of violence against women and girls."
Beijing Declaration, Article 29.
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MOVING INTO PUBLIC SPACES·
OTHER CAMPAIGNS TO JOIN
human rights using the 50th anniversary of the
UDHR, the five-year review of the World Conference
on Human Rights , and the review by the
Commission on the Status of Women of women's
human rights concerns in the Platform for Action. (9)

The Clothesline Project allows women to express
creatively their experience of society's violence
against them . By creating a shirt to hang on a
clothesline display, women celebrate their
transformation from victim to survivor. You can start
your own line, sponsor shirt-making sessions , or
coordinate a display. (6)

Gender Concerns Integrated into the International Criminal Court (ICC). A permanent ICC, to
bring to justice those responsible for the most
serious crimes under international law, is under
negotiation at the UN. A Women's Caucus has been
established to ensure that gender concerns are
integrated into its Charter. The Caucus will produce
lobbying documents, support regional focal points
and activities, and participate in future Preparatory
Conferences. ( 10)

The 50th Anniversary Grassroots Consortium is
an international campaign to catalyze educational
and cultural activities around the 50th Anniversary of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
in 1998. It facilitates national organizations to
develop human rights education programs. (7)
Homenet is the international coordinating body for
campaigns around the rights of home workers. A
publication clearinghouse, it develops materials and
workshops and acts as a global monitoring body for
the I LO Convention and Recommendations on
Home Work. (8)

Campaign to support Families working their way
out of poverty with dignity
Organizations affiliated with the Microcredit Summit
Campaign are working to ensure that 100 miliion of
the world's poorest families are receiving credit for
self-employment and other financial and business
services by the year 2005 . (11)

Women's Rights Are Human Rights is a global
campaign to promote the indivisibility of women 's

CONTACTS FOR PAGES 20 & 24
1. Contact: Boite Postale 23, 34790
Grabels, France.
2. 138 Harare Street, Harare, Zimbabwe.
Tel: 772926.
3. Mediterranean Women's Court, El
Taller, Tel: (216-1) 752 457. Fax: (216-1)
751 570.
Palestinian Mock Parliament, Tel: (02) 99
56421 . Fax: (02) 99 54903. E-mail
<Haq!Randa@Bakara.org>
4. For copies of the petition , contact IWTC
(see front page) .
5. CFFC, 1436 U St, NW, Suite 301 ,
Washington DC 20009, USA.
Tel: (1-202) 986 6093. Fax: (1-202) 332
7995.
6. National Network Office of the
Clothesline Project, Box 727, E. Dennis,
MA, 02641 , USA. Tel : (1-508) 385-7004.
Fax: (1-508) 385-7011 . Web site:
http://www.cybergrrl.com/dv/orgs/cp.html
In Israel, contact: Nili Nimrod, Shtikat
Aakvafim, Assoc. of Rape Crisis Centers,
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19 Sheinkin St. , Tel Aviv, Israel, 65231.
Tel: 972-3-882235; Fax: 976-3-5288538.
In Nicaragua, contact: Laura Treadway,
El Centro de los Amigos , Apartado 5391 ,
Managua, Nicaragua.
7. People's Decade for Human Rights
Education , 526 West 111 th Street, New
York, NY 10025, USA
Tel: (1-212) 749-3156.Fax: (1-212) 6666325. E-mail: <pdhre @igc.org>
8. S Asia: Self Employed Women 's'
Assoc , SEWA Reception Centre, Opp.
Victoria Garden, Bhadra, Ahmedabad
380001 , India. Tel: (91 79) 550 6477. Fax:
(91 79) 550 6446. S-E Asia: Lucy Lazo
ILO Regional Office, GPO Box 1759 ,
Bangkok 10501 , Thailand. Tel: (662 ) 288
2238. Fax: (66 2) 288 1019. Africa: SelfEmployed Women's Union , PO Box
48621 , Qualbert 4078, Sth Africa. Tel: (27
31 ) 304 3042. Fax: (27 31 ) 304 3 719 _
Americas: UNITE , 25 Cecil St, 2nd Fir,
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Toronto, ON , M5T1 N1 , Canada. Tel: (1
416) 9771384. Fax: (1 416) 977 6999.
Europe: HomeNet, 24 Harlech Tee,
Leeds, LS11 7DX, UK. Tel : 944 113) 270
1119. Fax: (44113) 2773269.
9. Center for Women's Global Leadership,
Douglass College, 27 Clifton Avenue,
New Brunswick, NJ 08903, USA.
Tel: (1-908) 932-8782. Fax: (1-908) 9321180. E-mail: <cwgl @igc.apc.org>.
CWGL also coordinates
the international calender for the 16 Days
of Gender Activism, November25December 10, each year.
10. Women 's Caucus for the ICC. E-mail
<ice.women @maclaw.law.cuny.edu>
11. Microcredit Summit, c/o RESULTS
Educational Fund, 236 Massachusetts
Ave NE Suite 300, Washington DC,
20002, USA.
Tel : (1-202) 546 1900. Fax: (1-202) 546
3228.

SELECTED RESOURCES

LEt>(,wTc....
The following is a small selection of
titles available from Women , Ink.
on Economics, Political Participation and Monitoring. See page
39 for more information and an
order form.

ABOUT ECONOMICS
Beyond Credit: A Subsector
Approach to Promoting
Women's Enterprises
Martha Chen (ed.)
Introduces participatory subsector
analysis as a new and effective
approach to identify and develop
new and growth sectors of economic activity . Includes case
studies.
Aga Khan Foundation Canada,
1996. paper; 151 pp. ISBN 0969662-0-2. US$19/95
End to Debt: Operational
Guidelines for Credit Projects
Ellen Proyne (ed.)
This guidebook on managing a
credit programme for women highlights relevant issues and decisions
to be made at each stage , and
recommends policies to guide
those decisions.
UN/FEM, 1993. paper; 111 pp.
ISBN 0-912917-44-X. US$15.95
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Gender Issues in World Bank
Lending
Josette L. Murphy
Discusses the evolution of World
Bank strategy to integrate gender
issues in Bank lending across
sectors and resulting outcomes .
World Bank, 1995. paper; 131 pp.
ISBN 0-8213-3213-9. US$9.95

Global Trading Practices and
Poverty Alleviation in South
Asia: A Gender Perspective
Aasha Kapur Mehta /Camilla Otto
Examines the impact of trade
liberalization on women in South
Asia. Includes country overviews of
economic trends and their impact
on women , and background papers
on gender biases in macroeconomics.
UN/FEM/The Swedish International
Development Authority (SIDA),
1996. paper; 283 pp. ISBN 0912917-47-4. US$9.95
Investing in Women: Progress
and Prospects for the World
Bank
Mayra Buvinic, Catherine Gwin and
Lisa M. Bates (eds.)
Based on interviews with World
Bank staff and on reviews of Bank
documents, this report examines
the Bank's overal l record on gender
and development issues.
Overseas Development
Council/International Council for
Research on Women, 1996. paper;
114pp. ISBN 1-56517-018-0.
US$13.95
Manual for Socio-Economic and
Gender Analysis: Responding to
the Development Challenge
Barbara Thomas-Slaytor, Rachel
Polestico, Andrea Esser, Octavia
Taylor and Elvina Moore
Introduces a conceptual framework
and offers participatory tools and
strategies for socioeconomic and
gender analysis for effective
development. Includes mini-case
studies of NGO development
activities around the world.
Clark University/Ecology,
Community Organization
(ECOGEN), 1995. paper; 278 pp.
US$27.00
Money Matters:
Reaching
Women Microentrepreneurs with
Financial Services
Gloria Almeyda
Describes and analyzes the avail25

ability, characteristics and effects of
financial services offered by a
range of credit institutions to
women microentrepreneurs in Latin
America and Caribbean.
Inter-American Development Bank,
1996. paper; 154 pp.
ISBN 1-886938-15-6. US$15.00
Mortgaging Women's Lives:
Feminist Critiques of Structural
Adjustment
Pamela Sparr (ed.)
Documents the effects of stringent
World Bank and IMF prescriptions
on women in countries as diverse
as Turkey, Ghana, Egypt , Sri
Lanka, the Philippines, Nigeria, and
Jamaica with a specific focus on
long-term employment and incomegenerating effects.
Zed Books, 1994. paper; 214 pp.
ISBN 1-85650-102-1 . US$22.50
Speaking Out: Women's
Economic Empowerment in
South Asia
Marilyn Carr, Martha Chen and
Renana Jhabvala (eds.)
Describes the experiences of
seven South Asian NGOs in
organising rural and urban poor
women
for
economic
empowerment, throwing new light
on how changes are occurring at
the grassroots level.
IT Publications, 1996. paper;
238 pp. ISBN 1-85339-382-7.
US$18.95
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Strategic Silence: Gender and
Economic Policy, The
Isabel Bakker
Applies feminist scholarship to
macroeconomics, discusses the
gender differences in macroeconomic effects, reviews current
macroeconomic methods and
policies, and proposes elements of
a more gender-aware economics.
Zed Books, 1995. paper; 170 pp.
ISBN 1-85649-262-1 . US$17.50

MORE OVERLEAF
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MORE SELECTED RESOURCES
Village Banking: The State of the Practice
This exploration of village banking offers important insights
and methodologies to enable very poor communities to
accumulate and manage assets . Analyzes 68 pro grammes around the world , with information about their
organisational structures, their strategies for attaining selfsufficiency, and the impact of their work.
SEEP Network/UN/FEM, 1996. paper; 100 pp.
ISBN 0-012017-39-3. US$12.95
Women Pay the Price: Structural Adjustment in Africa
and the Caribbean
Gloria T. Emeagwali (ed.)
Examines the extent to which IMF/World Bank Structural
Adjustment Polic ies have induced or intensified the
feminization of poverty in Africa and the Caribbean.
Discusses programmes such as the removal of subsidies
for health and education , privatization , and currency
devaluation in terms of their implications for women .
Africa World Press, 1995. paper; 165 pp.
ISBN 0-86543-4298. US$16.95
ABOUT POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Rising Public Voice: Women in Politics Worldwide, A
Alida Brill (ed.)
Recounts the experiences and analyzes of women in
national governments from over two dozen countries with
respect to election campaigns , party politics , and
lawmaking . Highlights : Bella Abzug (US); M. Eugenia
Charles (Dominica) ; Janine Haines (Australia) ; and Wu
Qing (China) .
The Feminist Press, 1995. paper; 284 pp.
ISBN 1-55861-111-8. US$17.95

Transforming Development: Women, Poverty and
Politics
Margaret Snyder
The story of the United Nations Development Fund for
Women (UNIFEM) and its campaign worldwide to make
visible women's work, and to support and increase their
economic productive capacity. Provides insights into the
reality of development within the context of the
development system itself.
IT Publications, 1995. paper; 313 pp.
ISBN 1-85339-302-9. US$32.95
Women and Politics Worldwide
Barbara J. Nelson and Najma Chowdbury (eds.)
Surveys over 40 nations across a variety of political
systems , levels of economic development, and regions,
from feminist and political science perspectives, including
descriptions of political history, institutions, and women's
movements in each country.
Yale University Press, 1994. paper; 818 pp.
ISBN 0-300-05408-4. US$27.50
Women, Gender and World Politics: Perspectives,
Policies, Prospects
Peter R. Beckman and Francine D'Amico (eds.)
Analyzes women as national leaders and factors
influencing women in leadership, profiling Violeta Barrios
de Chamorro, Indira Gandhi, Corazon Aquino , and
Margaret Thatcher.
Bergen and Garvey, 1994. paper; 250 pp.
ISBN 0-89789-306-9. US$19.95

ABOUT MONITORING
Beyond Promises: Governments in Motion One
Year After the Beijing Women's Conferences
Women 's Environment and Development
Organization (WEDO)
This document reports on the progress made by
governments to implement the commitments made
at the 1995 Beijing World Conference on Women.
Includes a survey of over 50 governments on
implementing the critical areas of concern in the
Platform for Action .
WEDO, 1996. paper; 87 pp. US$5.00
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The four global women 's conferences convened by
the UN in 1975 , 1980 , 1985 and 1995 serve as
boundary markers to chart a journey in which women
are assuming new roles and responsibilities , creating
new structures and organizations , and using new
tools, techniques and mechanisms to secure results.
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The conferences were carried out according to a set
of procedures and processes defined by the United
Nations based on international norms and standards .
These standards and norms dictated what the game
was , the rules of the game, and who played.
However, as we women played the game , we
changed the rules , creating new spaces , and
bringing in new players and procedures.

"Women have worked
extremely hard to create new
political spaces where their
voices have been heard and
consensus has been forged. In

In the follow-up to the global conferences, we are
taking steps to ensure that this momentum gathers
force and continues to expand so that real change
takes place in the reality of all women 's lives.
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The following pages look at how women are
changing organizations·, sharing experiences, using
research , and accessing information globally. We are
learning new skills to bring global policy into different
arenas-the school , the office , the marketplace , and
our own organ izations. And in the process , we are
re-thinking, re-defining and re-imagining the world we
live in .

so doing, they have reshaped
the international political
process and contributed to the
building of a global
civil society. "
Noeleen Heyzer
Director, UNIFEM

TO CHANGE PUBLIC SPACES
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CHANGING PUBLIC SPACES:
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Changing Multilaterals
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Between the 1985 World Conference on Women in Nairobi Conference and the Fourth World
Conference on Women in Beijing , 1995, Gender Training has become a focal part of the work on
gender mainstreaming - widely perce ived to be a principal methodology for achieving the
advancement of women - within the UN system.
Progress towards this end was made through the collaboration among a number of UN agencies,
including United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) , Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) , World Bank and the International Labou r Organization (ILO), which have emphasized the
need to make firm linkages between Socio-Economic and Gender Analysis (SEGA) . This
collaboration has led to broad consensus regarding methods and structure , and the need for a new
conceptualization to undertake participatory training . The work on UNDP's gender mainstreaming in
particular is highlighted in the chart below.
For more information on UNDP's Gender in Development Programme, contact: UNDP/Gender and
Development Programme, One UN Plaza, New York, NY 10017, USA, Fax: (212) 826-2057.

DETAIL

STRATEGY
Gender Mainstreaming Assessment

Review lessons learned from gender mainstreaming
in all UNDP Country Offices activities. Consolidate
these experiences into a field-driven manual on
gender mainstreaming: "Guidance Notes on Gender
Mainstreaming."

Gender Statistics
Indicators

Support activities that promote improved statistical
methods and indicators to strengthen gender
analysis and monitoring.

and

Gender

Accountability

Senior management have overall managerial
responsibility to ensure that activities fully reflect
gender concerns.

Gender Focal Points

Responsible for supporting Resident Representative
in gender dimensions of resource mobilization
inter-agency and public relations activities and'
assisting colleagues and mainstreaming gender
co~siderations in all their activities. Capacity
bu1ld1ng strategy in place.

Briefing/Learning/Consultation

De_velop innovative, participatory approaches to
training for all staff in gender analysis, gender and
macro-economic theory and gender mainstreaming
skills (principally advocacy skills) . Collaborate with
all de~elopment partners in the development of
complimentary training based on gender relations.

Adapted from materials developed for:U NDP/Gender and Development Programme
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CHANGING ORGANIZATIONS
Changing NGOs
Gender Route is a dynamic process through which 35 " mixed
organizations"(NGOs whose work is not aimed exclusively at women , and
whose staff is not made up entirely of women) in Asia , Africa and Latin
Amer ica are integrating a gender perspective into a process of
organizational change and development. Through the Gender Route,
each organization is initiating unique processes of change regarding
vision, policy objectives, strategies, and activities, as well as the internal
structure and culture of the organization. The process is being facilitated
by NOVIB in The Netherlands, and is a 3-year programme that will be
completed in the year 2000 when an evaluation of its impact will be
undertaken .
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One of the many different tools emerging from the Gender Route process
is Organizational Gender Diagnosing , a four-step process outlined below.

Fax: 2121~/
Tool: Organizational Gender Diagnosing
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Step 1:
Make a Gender Quick Scan of the strengths and weaknesses of your
organization by using the Matrix (Chart) on the next page. Answer the
different questions on the Checklist (pages 31-32) and score them by
each block. In this way, you will see which blocks are stronger and which
ones are weaker. We recommend that you do this exercise with different
people from the same organization or outside people who know the
organization well.
Step 2:
Do a Dynamic Analysis to analyze the functioning of your organization.
Ask yourself the following questions : Why is it the way it is? What
changes are currently taking place? How can strengths and weaknesses
be explained?
Step 3:
Next, do a Diagnosis to identify strategies for change. For a strategy to
be successful, a number of requirements need to be met. It needs to be
explanatory; it should be based on an understanding of the organization;
it should be acceptable to the organization ; and it should be realistic.
Step 4:
Finally, create an Activity Plan. On the basis of the dynamic analysis and
diagnosis, you can now identify activities that will help you to follow your
Gender Route and attain the objective. Write down key activities for each
block.

The following pages present Step 1: Gender Quick Scan as an example
of how Organizational Gender Diagnosing works . For a copy of the
complete framework, contact:
NOVIB , P.O . Box 30919, 2500 GX The Hague, The _Netherlands.
.
Tel : 31 -70-342-16-21 ; Fax: 31-70-361-44-61 ; E-mail : <ellen.sprenger @nov1b.nl>
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GENDER
CROSSING

SOME DEFINITIONS
GENDER:
Socially constructed roles
ascribed to males and
females. These roles are
learned, change over time,
and vary widely within and
across cultures. Whereas
biological sex identity is
determined by reference to
genetic and anatomical
characteristics, socially
learned gender is an
acquired identity.
GENDER POLICY:
An organization's policy
that integrates gender
issues into the entire
spectrum of its activities.
The policy also designates
responsibility for gender
integration through
mechanisms such as
gender training and gender
guidelines.
GENDER RELATIONS:
The relative position of men
and women in the division
of resources and
responsibilities, benefits
and rights . power and
privilege. The use of gender
relations as an analytical
category shifts the focus
away from viewing women
in isolation from men.
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GENDER SENSITIVITY:
An understanding and
consideration of the sociocultural factors underlying
discrimination based on
sex, whether against
women or men.
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CHANGING PUBLIC SPACES:
Presenting the Gender Quick Scan
Step 1 of Organizational Gender Diagnosing*
The Scanning Matrix (Chart) below shows the breakdown of your organization by function (Mission and
Mandate, Organizational Structure, Human Resources) and insight into the functions (Technical, Political
Cultural Points of View). By answering the questions on the following checklist, you can begin to see the part~
of your organization that are "gender strong" or "gender weak."

Instructions for Scoring the Checklist:
1. Answer the questions on the next two pages by placing a checkmark in the
column (Yes, Somewhat, or No) .
2. At the end of each block of questions, total your score for that block, and transfer
the total across to the Matrix on this page . (Yes= 3, Somewhat= 2, No= 1).
3. Look at 'How did your organization score' on page 32 to discover how "gender
strong" or "gender weak" your organization is!
• for steps 2, 3 and 4, contact NOVIB (address on previous page)

FUNCTIONS OF ORGANIZATION

INSIGHTS INTO
FUNCTIONS

Mission/Mandate

Organizational Structure Human Resources

Goals & Strategies

Flow of Information
& Communication

1
Technical Point
of View:
Social , Technical &
Financial Resources

2
Political Point
of View:

3
Cultural Point
of View:
Values, Standards
& Beliefs
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Room for
Manoeuvre

□

□
Cooperation &
Learning
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Decision Making

□
Organizational
Culture

Expertise

Tasks &
Responsibilities

Policy Influence

Power&
Resource Allocation

7

4
Policies &
Actions

Staff Recruitment,
Development &
Performance

9

Attitude

□

SHARING EXPERIENCES
YES
3

om:,c11'\I\Hft~ANDATE
Block 1: Policies and Actions
Are aender relations intearated into mission & mandate of the oraanization?
Does your orqanization have a clear qender policv?
Does the gender policy have an activity plan? (e.g., one that includes clear
allocation of resoonsibilities and time for monitorina and evaluation\.
Is there enouah monev to implement the aender oolicy?
Is gender taken into account during monitoring, evaluation and strategic
plannina?
Does vour oraanization emoower women?
i:llnr,k 2· Polir" lnfh1onro
Is mananement incl. the board involved in □ ender oolicv develooment?
Does management consult with the staff on issues related to gender policy
implementation?
Do the staff and management discuss gender issues with outside groups,
i.e. consultants community qroups politicians donor aaencies etc?
Are opinions of outside groups and people valued and taken seriously by
manaqement?

/ Humanij!ii:.

S~HReat, 1,
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Bln,-k 3· Orn<>nizational r., •lture
Does the staff think that □ ender fits into the imaae of vour ornanization?
Does evervone feel that the aender oolicv belonas to them?
Do women in vour oraanization think the oraanization is woman friendlv?
Do women outside your organization think the organization is woman
friendlv?
Is your organization gender sensitive, e.g., in terms of language used , jokes
and comments made, images and materials displayed, actions taken around
sexual harassment?
Does your organization have a reputation of integrity and competence on
gender issues amongst women 's organizations and (outside) individuals?
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Block 4: Tasks and Resgonsibilities
In your organization, are tasks and responsibilities concerning gender issues
clearly understood?
Are there effective policies and mechanisms in place so that gender learning
can take □ lace throuahout the oraanization?
Is there sufficient information to do the iob well?
Are staff with specific gender expertise and responsibilities located at
influential nositions in vour ornanization?
Is the existing gender structure the most appropriate one? (e.g., separate
"gender unit" vs. "gender focal points in every department," etc.)
Block 5: Decision Makina
Are decisions on gender policy being made on the basis of monitoring and
evaluation exercises?
Are all staff, including gender specialists, participating in decision-making
orocesses?
Are qender decisions made in a timely manner?
Are conflicts in the workplace dealt with adequately? (e.g ., issues of sexual
harassment, or dealing with people who are resisting change based on
aender policies?)
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CHANGING PUBLIC SPACES: QUICKSCAN (cont .)
YES
3

Block 6: Cooperation and Learning
d
Does your organization promote teamwork, involving women , men , and ge n er
focal persons?
Do staff members support each other in problem solving and identification of new
challenges in the field of gender?
Does your organ ization promote exchange , collaboration and other forms of
interaction with women 's oraanizations, qroups, etc. active in the field of □ ender?
Are new, innovative ideas and practices welcomed in your organization ?
Are new, innovative ideas and practices incorporated into existing practices?
HUMAN RESOURCES
Block 7: Staff and Expertise
Is management committed to promoting women to all levels of your organization ?
Is this commitment translated into concrete objectives, with a time frame?
Are new staff selected on the basis of gender sensitivity and ab ility to deal
practically with qender issues?
Do men and women rece ive equal wages for work of equal value ?
Are Job descnpt1ons clearly detined , with genaer taken into cons1aerat1on ?
Are aender issues discussed during performance annraisal interviews?
Is there a gradual increase of gender sensitivity among all staff members? (e.g ., as
a result of training , change of policies, clearer objectives, etc.)
Block 8: Room for Manoeuvre
Does your organization support staff who wish to organ ize around parts of their
identity (e .g., sex , ethnicity, religion , age, sexual preference , physical ability)?
Does your organization make allowances for, and have an adequate infrastructure
to enable women staff members to carry out their work? (e .g., a safe working
environment, adequate toilet facil ities , flexible transport arrangements , working
hours, maternity leave, etc.)
Is good performance , particularly in gender issues, being rewarded? (e.g., by
conaratulating individual staff members)
Do staff value different working styles? (e.g. , men and women in non-traditional
fields of work, more formal or less formal working environments, leadership styles ,
ways of chairing meetings, etc .)
Are interesting career opportunities offered to both women and men?
Block 9: Attitude
Are staff enthusiastic about the work they do?
Are stan comm1ttea to 1mp1ementat1on ot a gender policy?
Are staff open to new ideas and innovation?
Are staff willing to change practices?
Is qender taken seriously and discussed openly by men and women?
Is gender stereotyping addressed and countered by individual staff members?

SOMEWHAT
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140 - 143:

Block
9

Top Score! Yo_
ur organization is "gender strong" in its functional aspects regard ing policy, organization,
cooperation , ~ec1s1on mak_1ng'. and expertise. Good j_
ob and keep up the good work!
_
100 - 139: Pretty goo_d . Your organization has some work still to do regarding gender-sensitizing and re-structuring.
Look at which blocks were stronger and which were weaker. Th is will give you an indication of which areas
you need to work on!
48 - 99 : Get to work! Your organization is "gender weak" and definitely needs to implement a full-fledged Gender
Route !
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CHANGING PUBLIC SPACES
Digging Beneath the Surface: Deep Structure Strategies

If women have learned one thing during these past two decades of activism, it is that changing
organizations is not easy. One approach to including gender in organizational structure, planning and
practice that is currently being explored is "Deep Structure". Deep Structure refers to a combination of
culture, history, values and practice in organizations that operates below consciousness, but constrains
certain behaviours and encourages others. When trying to understand the Deep Structure of an
organization, it is often helpful to look at it from a gender perspective.
The use of Deep Structure to examine gender and organizational change in governmental and nongovernmental organizations around the world has led to a recognition that most organizations were
created by men, from men's perspectives and values, and for the convenience of men. Even
organizations that were created by women were often reflections of men-created organizations.
Examples of recommended strategies for analysis and change being used by organizations who are
working with this Deep Structure concept include:
National Land Committee's Gender Strategy in South Africa
• Lay the groundwork: hold staff workshops on what gender would mean to people in their own work
contexts
• Develop the internal capacity of your organization: Build a gender task group
• Implement a national programme: National Rural Women's Tour
Institute for Development Studies, Sussex
• Link gender to the political and economic goals of your organization
• Investigate gender bias in work practices
• Recruit allies at all levels
• Gain access to the hierarchy and decision structure
BRAC, Bangladesh
• Strengthen staff capacity to:
1. Improve programme quality to achieve women's
empowerment goals
2. Build an organizational climate that retains female staff
3. Foster productive and friendly working relationships
between men and women
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National Council on Role of Filipino Women
• Establish caucuses of women and men interested in
improving the position and condition of women.
• Hold gender sensitization workshops for key bureaucrats and
decision makers.
• Strategically use opportunities for influencing .p_lans and
decisions with Cabinet members and other key officials.

These organizations are part of an emerging global network of
groups interested in understanding their own Deep Structure .
Adapted from a Simmons Instit ute for Leadership and Change (SILC} Case
Conference, work in progress, by David Kelleher, Aruna Rao, R1eky Stuart, and
Kirsten Moore. For more information , contact:SILC, 300 The Fenway, Boston , MA
02155, USA. Tel: (617) 521-2480 Fax: (617) 521-3172.
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CHANGING PUBLIC SPACES:

POINTS
ARROW
2nd Floor, Block F, Anjug Felda
Jalan Maktab, 5400
~u.ala Lumpur, MALAYSIA
Fax: (603) 292 9958
email:< arrow@p.o.jarfng.my>.
Contact: Rasllldah Abdullah
BRAC Gender Resource Centre
66 Mohakhali Commercfal Area
Ohaka-1212, BANGLADESH
tel: 88.0-2-88418.0
fwe 8.80-2-993542
email:
< brac@drik.bgd.toolnet.org>
Contact: Rehana Murshed
CIDHA, Centro de Mujeres
Calle de las Flores 12
Col. Acapantzingo, Cuemavaca
Morelos 62440, MEXICO
Tel/fax: 52-73-18-20-58/14-05-86.
email: <Cidhal@laneta,apc.org>.
Contact: L. Rendon Pineda
REPEM, Colonia 2069
Montevideo 11200, URUGUAY
Tel: 598-2-406894/489158.
fax:: 598•2•492343,
email:
<repem@chasque.apc.org>
Contact: Alejandra Scampini
African Gender Institute
University of Cape Town
Private Bag Rondebosch, 7700
Cape Town, SOUTH AFRICA
ief: 27 216502970/2971/4102
fax:272168.52142
email: <jradloff@agi.uct.ac.za>
Contact: Jennifer Radloff
lsls-WICCE, Plot No. 3302
Kansanga, Gaba Road
P.O. Box 4934
Kampala, UGANDA
Tel/fax: 256 41 268575
emaiJ: <isis@starcom.co.ug>
Contact: Ruth Ochieng

Sharing Experiences Electronically on Gender Training and
Analysis: GenderTrain

Gendel

·

ps t
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GenderTrain is an interactive electronic conference that serves as a
forum for individuals and groups working on gender training and
analysis, to share experiences , debate issues, learn of new resources,
and to support each other in the undertaking of various initiatives. The
underlying structure for this forum is a network of 8 regional
documentation centres with overall coordination facilitated by IWTC. The
role of each documentation centre is to collect and share information
from their region and within their special thematic areas. The centres
also play an important role in stimulating dialogue, identifying new issues
of concern and re-disseminating the information from the conference in
forms appropriate to their various constituency groups .
The GenderTrain began in early 1996 and, in addition to participation by
the regional documentation centres , also reached out to trainers
attending two workshops: the Bergen Conference on Gender Training
and Development Planning (1991) and the KIT Gender Trainers Tools for
Tra iners Workshop (1993) . With more than 75 organ izations and
individuals now actively contributing to the conference , the process has
been one of learning as the conference grows. While the eight regional
documentation centres post monthly information briefs on regional
activities, much of the communication that takes place is informal and
takes many forms , from asking for names of trainers in a country, to
collaborating on a publication.
Realizing that many people do not have easy access to computers and
the Internet, IWTC has extended the conference outreach by publishing
an eight-page newsletter, Gender Training Forum , which summarized the
first six months of dialogue including who's doing what, new resources ,
and a gender word bank. A second issue of the newsletter as well as a
meeting of the documentation centres is planned in the near future,
funding permitted , to assess the learnings of the past eighteen months
and to explore next steps

Royal Tropical Institute (KIT)
Mauritskade 63, 1092 AD
Amsterdam
THE NETHERLANDS
Tel: {31) 20-5688298
F~: (31) 20-6654423
email: <ibd@support.nl>
Contact: Sarah Cummings

THINK
~

Gendertrain Project, IWTC
(see address opposite)
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ACCESSING INFORMATION GLOBALLY
GenderTrain Next Steps:Think-Tanks for In-depth Dialogue on Specific Issues
A new dimension to GenderTrain is the electronic think-tank . Think-tanks are focussed
electronic discussion groups that aim to promote in-depth dialogue on sector, region or other
specific gender-related topics. They will be facilitated by regional focal points, also known as
project partners, who will develop the framework and questions to begin the discussion and
guide the discussions over time. Discussions will be conducted in separate electronic
conferences (or as sub-conferences of GenderTrain) . Summary reports of the discussion will be
shared back with all members via the main GenderTrain electronic conference. IWTC provides
the technical support for these think-tanks, including assistance in the set-up, operation and
maintenance. Planned topics for the future include gender and organizational change, gender
and information, and gender and adult education . Think-tanks will also focus on regional
concerns and will take place in several languages.
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How Can You Become Involved in GenderTrain?

0

For information on activities and resources in your region, please contact the regional focal
point nearest you . Focal points are listed in the side bar on page 34.

z
(\

If you have e-mail and would like to take part in the GenderTrain electronic conference, please
send an e-mail message describing yourself and/or your organization along with your request
to <wsource@igc.apc.org> . If you do not have e-mail but would still like to be part of GenderTrain by receiving print materials, please write to:

...

GenderTrain Project, IWTC
777 United Nation Plaza,
New York , NY 10017, USA
Tel: (1 -212) 687-8633
Fax: (1-212) 661-2704
E-mail : <wsource@igc.apc.org>
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SELECTED RESOURCES
The following is a small selection Gender Relations Analysis: A
of titles available from Women , Ink. Guide for Trainers
on
Gender Analysis
and A. Rani Parker, ltziar Lozano and Lyn
Organizational Change and A. Messner
Women Organizing. See page 39 Provides a framework for gender
relations analysis with respect to
for more information and an order
programmes and organizational
form.
structure and discusses interventions
ABOUT GENDER ANALYSIS
AND ORGANIZATIONAL
CHANGE
Accountability in Development
Organisations: Experiences of
Women's Organisations in India
Poonam Smith-Sreen
Case studies of developing accountability in four grassroots organizations
in India. Provides tools for assessing
member-accountability.

at personal, institutional and methodological levels.

A fascinating -- and rare -- report on
the role of the women 's groups that
have emerged across the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS),
addressing central concerns such as
rights of women workers, ecology and
related health issues.

Save the Children, 1995. paper; 142 pp.
ISBN 1-888393-00-9. US$19.95

Shirkat Gah/Women Living Under Muslim
Laws, 1995. paper; 44 pp. US$12.00

Oxfam Gender Training Manual
Suzanne Williams with Janet Seed
and Adelina Mwau
Comprehensive, one-of-a-kind gender
training manual incorporating over 100
learner-centred training activities.
OXFAM, 1994. paper; 634 pp.
ISBN 0-85598-267-5. US$45.00

Sage Publications, 1995. cloth; 297 pp.
ISBN 0-8039-9221-1. US$24.95

Power, Process and
Participation: Tools for Change

Another Point of View:
A Gender Analysis Training
Manual for Grassroots Workers
A. Rani Parker

Rachel Slocum, Lori Wichart, Dianne
Rocheleau and Barbara ThomasSlaytor (eds.)
Offers innovative tools for participatory capacity-building in ways that
address the practical needs and
strategic interests, paying particular
attention to gender issues.

A guide for a four-day workshop on
gender analysis in formulating and
implementing development programmes . Includes questionnaires ,
handouts, activities.
UN/FEM, 1993. paper; 106 pp.
ISBN 1-912-917-41-5. US$15.95

Assertions of Self: The Nascent
Women's Movement in Central
Asia

IT Publications, 1995. paper; 272 pp.
ISBN 1-85339-303-7. US$17.50

Building Democracy with
Women
Ana Maria Brasiliero (ed.)
Offers practical examples of gendersensitive ways in which women have
organised to integrate development
and democracy and to elaborate the
concepts of rights and citizenship.
UN/FEM, 1996. paper; 81 pp.
ISBN 0-912917-39-3. US$7.95

Subversive Women: Women's
Movements in Africa, Asia, Latin
America and the Caribbean
Saskia Wieringa (ed.)
Demonstrates the complexity and
diversity of women 's movements and
organizations in the South, analyzing
women's history as subversion of the
spaces in which they move.
Zed Books, 1996. paper; 256 pp.
ISBN 1-85649-318-0. US$22.50

ABOUT WOMEN ORGANIZING
Gender Mainstreaming:
A Study of the Efforts by the
UNDP, the World Bank and the
ILO to Institutionalize Gender
Issues
Shahra Razavi and Carol Miller
Documents the efforts of the
multilateral development agencies
towards mainstreaming : the integration of gender issues into all the
organization's activities and the
diffusion of this responsibility using
gender training and gender guidelines.
UNRISD, 1995. paper; 86 pp.
ISBN 1020-3354. US$5. 00
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African Women and
Development: A History
Margaret C. Snyder & Mary Tadesse
Excellent historical overview of
women and development in Africa
over two decades with a description
and assessment of present policies
and future opportunities, based on the
experiences of the African Training
and Research Centre for Women
(ATRCW).
Zed Books, 1995. paper; 256 pp.
ISBN 1-85649-300-8. US$ 19.95
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Women's Leadership in a
Changing World
Ana Maria Brasiliero (ed.)
Illustrates the range and potential of
women 's leadership in the public
arena, with examples of women
working to help new grassroots
leaders empower themselves .
UN/FEM, 1996. paper; 76 pp.
ISBN 0-91291 7-40-7. US$7.95

~twosteps

WHERE ARE WE?
Even though we've come a long way, we still have a long way to go
Despite all ef!ort~, w?men a~e making little progress in overcoming their
underreprese_ntatIon I~ nat1o~al parliaments, according to findings in a study conducted by
the lnter-Parl1amentanan Union. Women now hold only 11.7 percent of all the seats in the
world's 179 parliaments, even though they make up 49.6 percent of the world's population.
This means that women have increased their representation by only 0.4 percent in the 73
countries where parliamentary elections have been held since 1995. The study attributes
women's poor showing to resistance by political party organizations. Out of 418 parties
surveyed in 86 countries, only 10.8 percent of their leaders are women.
New York Times, March 16, 1997, International Section, p.10

For every two steps forward, there is a backlash that take us one step back
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New leadership roles for women also pose the potential for a brutal backlash as was most
vividly illustrated by an incident which recently occurred in one Indian village. There, a group
of poor women who had participated in a leadership and empowerment programme began
actively taking on such issues as minimum wages for women workers, alcoholism and wife
beating. Many people in the community were against this new idea that women should
become leaders, particularly those who had always had power (community leaders,
husbands, government functionaries) who felt their authority and control was threatened.
When one of the newly empowered women attempted to stop a child marriage as stipulated
in official state directives, she was gang raped by the men in her community. The case was
not taken up by the police.
Adapted from an article by Sunitha Rangaswami in "Perspectives on the l~dian State_an,?
Its Discourse on Empowerment: The Issue of Power, State and Womens Mob1ilzat1on .

In our journey forward, strength will come from hearing the voices of all women
Urban
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"Women
to be able to do more than talk a
. We need to take action , and get more wo
f public power. We urban women can also he
develop projects that would help them
mically independent, and assume more lead
s in their communities."

z

V\

"You
out a Western-style of equality and of
g elected to public office. But we rural w
clubs and meetings and the men listen to
ith men in this way we have achieved
ch equality as we want."

"Having
men just listen to you is not enough! Don't you think
women should take more leadership roles?"
Dialgoue adapted from the report of a recent 5-day meeting in Zimbabwe of
women from S. Africa , Sweden, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe
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WE ARE SEEKING ...
... a new emphasis on values
"Somehow all the changes that need to happen at the level of econ~mic change: i_~stice,
criminal systems , etc. won 't mean anything if they are not accompanied by a rev1s1tmg of
what were the values and vision of the better life we all fought for and to start from that to
revalue human life."
Pregs Govender, South Africa
inTrialogue, Vol. 2 No. 2, Spring 1997, p.3.
::.·•·

... a new definition of knowledge
"Can we find other knowledges, other wisdoms that will weave together reason and intuition,
science and mysticism 1 the logical and lyrical, the personal and political? ncould then lead us
to another way of learning and oh thinklng; to another way of dialogue, in\.the paradigm of
diversity."
Quilts A$ian Women Weave

ed. Vimochanda, AWHRC, India

... a new understanding of power
"How we think about power influences how we exercise it or resist its abuse . It shapes our
organizations and our societies. If women want to develop new ways to exercise power, we
must tap into our creative power - the powerto build something new, to innovate, to solve a
problem , to learn , to grow.'\
Riej{y Stuart, Canadian Counoil for International Cooperation
inTriaJogue, Vol. 2 No. 2, Spring 1997, p.3 .

... a new approach to leadership
"We need to move away from thehotion of women 's participation to women 's leadership which is a difference in the hierarchy (of power). I would also insist that empowerment of
women is to shift relations of power between men and women and to transform gender
relations , first in the household and the family, then outside, then in the space in other
structures."
Davaki Jain, Women in Leadership, 16.1, January 1997.
Distributed by the Human Rights Information Network

... a new vision
"Wo~en _must t~ke sever_al steps to ~et a picture of themselves as a global constituency.. .
The first 1mmed1ate tas~ 1s to consolidate existing networks into organizational spaces that
allow women to be active partners in building new ethics , new legislation , new institutions
and new procedures for a global civil society. The second is to draw younger women into
these fields so that in a few years' time they are ready to tackle the new millennium ."
Lou rdes Arizpe, Assistant Director-G ene ral for Culture, UNESCO
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WOMEN, INK. INFORMATION
AND ORDER FORM
Women,Ink.
777 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
Tel: 1-212-687-8633
Fax: 1-212-661-2704
e-mail: <wink @igc.apc.org>
http://www.womenink.org

~,,

Women, Ink. is a project of IWTC that offers one-stop shopping for
the newest and best resources on women in development. In
addition to being the exclusive distributor for UNI FEM and the NGO
Facilitating Committee publications, Women, Ink. carries a wide
variety of titles from publishers worldwide in 29 different categories.
To find out more about Women, Ink, write for a copy of our latest
catalogue.

ORDER FORM

PREPAYMENT IS REQUIRED. Payment may be made by (i) cheque in US dollars drawn on a US bank
(ii) international money order in US dollars, (iii) direct deposit into Women, Ink. bank account number
152-012761 at Chase Bank, New York, NY10017, USA, or (iv) credit card (VISA/MASTERCARD).
Credit Card Payment
Card Number:

□

MASTERCARD

□

VISA

□

NAME ON CARD:
Exp. Date:

I

TITLE

Signature:

PRICE (US$)

QUANTITY

TOTAL (US$)

Shipping and handling (see table below)

s· a:r::t·

TOTAL

2"~ '.: t-~·r:-·:·

SHIP TO

Name:
Address:
Country:

Shipping and Handling Charges

Tel:

Fax:
(please include country code)

Surface
$4 .00 first*
United States
$1 .25/add 'I
Canada & Mexico $3.50 first
$1.75/add 'I
$3.75 first
Europe/UK
$1 .75/add'I

Air
$8 .75 firstO
$2 .50/add'I
$8 .00 first
$4.25/add'I
$13 .50/first
$7 .25/add'I

Surface
Caribbean
$4.00 first
Central/S. America $1 .75/add 'I
Africa, Asia
$4.25 first
and the Pacific
$2 .00/add'I

Air
$9.50 first
$4.25/add'I
$17 .50 first
$8.50/add'I

* United Parcel Service O 2nd day air

Women, Ink. is pleased to announce its new we_b site. Please visit us soon at

http://www.women1nk.org
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IWTC RESOURCES
POSTVI EW '95,#6
GLOBAL FAXNET
Global Faxnet is a fax network of some 500 "multiplier" groups in almost 100
countries, and takes the form of a one-page weekly bulletin. Faxnet began as a tool
for keeping women in touch with plans and preparations for the Beijing conferences.
Its beginnings came from an Action Alert sent in in March 1995 regarding the
sudden change of site of the NGO Forum on Women that went out to the 28
women's media networks in every world region that are part of WomeNet, a smaller
fax network that has operated since 1991 . Global Faxnet has continued as a tool for
follow-up activities, including Platform for Action monitoring and implementation.

GLOBALNET
GlobalNet on the other hand is an electronic mailing list, and consists of around 500
e-mail addresses of "multiplier" groups and individuals who send the one-page
bulletin on to their networks and bulletin boards . GlobalNet is also transferred
across onto Beijing-related conferences on-line, and will be part of IWTC's newly
established home page on the World Wide Web . The potential audience for
GlobalNet is in the tens of thousands.
If you are a "multiplier" group, and would be interested in receiving this bulletin
regularly, send your e-mail address to IWTC, indicating that you want to be part of
Global Net
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____J

THE TRIBUNE
IWTC's women and development newsletter. Each 48-page
issue is on a specific subject concerning women and
development. With an emphasis on a highly-visual and simple
language format, practical , action-oriented information ,
innovative women's projects are presented, news and useful
information described, names and addresses of organizations
working in the field listed, and information on conferences and
other events provided . Available in English , Spanish and
French.

This is the final issue in the
Preview '95 series that IWTC
began in 1993 in preparation
for the UN Fourth World
Conference on Women and
NGO Forum on Women in
Beijing 1995. It represents a
sampling of the actions women
are taking in every world
region , and places them
alongside the com-mitments
that govern-ments made in
Beijing.
In addition, Postview '95 #6
includes tools and resources
for NGOs to utilize in their
monitoring and lobbying
efforts.
Free to women in the Global
South . Cost to all others:
US$3.00

THE
TRIBUNE

CO NVERTING INFORMATION INTO POWER!

#45
#46

UUNG THl P!.ATIORM JOA ACTION

Women and Law.
Violence Against Women:

Subscriptions to, or orders of single issues of The
Tribune are free to individuals and groups in Africa,
Asia , the Pacific, Latin America, the Caribbean and
the Middle East. For all others, the following prices
apply:

Confronting Invisible Barriers to Development.

#47
#48
#49
#50

Women, Environment and Development Part I
Women and Marketing
Women, Environment and Development Part II
Taking Our Lives Into Our Own Hands:
Special 50th Issue Action Kit

#51
#52

Claiming Our Rights!
Get Ready! Connecting Beijing to Action at Home.

Individual issues: .. ... US $3.00
(Order #A/Number of Issue)

(Beijing 1995 Special Issue No. 1)

#53

One year subscription: (Four issues)

Get Set: NGO's Worldwide Prepare for Beijing.
(Beijing 1995 Special Issue No. 2)

#54

North America ...... ...... US $12.00

Go! An Action Pack for Beijing.
(Beijing 1995 Special Issue No. 3)

#55

Europe/Australia/
New Zealand/Japan:...US$16.00

Converting Information into Power!
Using the Platform for Action
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